
IT Helpdesk Engineer  

TCNS is a well-established Microsoft Partner, with close ties to Microsoft. A dynamic, expanding IT consultancy assisting 
companies to plan, design, develop, deploy and support creative IT solutions, coupled with the desire to ensure strong long term 
client relationships. We are currently looking for an energized Engineer to join their Helpdesk team. 

The Role 

 
An excellent opportunity for an experienced IT Engineer to join a well-established Microsoft Partner. We are looking for individuals 
who excel in delivering winning results and have the ability and enthusiasm to help grow the business. If you enjoy working in a 
challenging role and being rewarded for hard work and dedication then this is the opportunity for you. You will need to demonstrate 
your abilities as a forward thinking IT Technician, to enable timely resolution to our Customers IT issues.  You will possess 
excellent IT skills in Microsoft platforms and products and be proficient in the following. 

- Active Directory (must have)              - Microsoft Exchange 2007, 2010, 2013 (must have) 

- Virtualization ESXI / Hyper-V (must have)              - Windows desktop deployments (must have)  

- Veeam - Backup/Replication (must have)             - Symantec Backup Exec / System Recovery 

- Web Marshall / Mail Marshall (distinct advantage)            - Storage Craft Shadow Protect 

- SQL Server (distinct advantage)              - Anti Virus Management Suits, Sophos, Kaspersky. 

- Firewalls/Routers (Routing/VPN/VLAN) (must have)             - Cloud services i.e. Azure or AWS (distinct advantage) 

This will be underpinned with a sound knowledge of networking infrastructure support/Configuration. 

You will be qualified to at least MCP, MCSA or MCSE. You will need to be flexible and you must have excellent customer facing 
skills including written and verbal, be a strong problem solver with can do, vibrant attitude and be able to work well without 
supervision or as part of a team. This is a fantastic opportunity for career progression and you will be provided a challenging yet 
rewarding environment, with the opportunity of working with some of the most talented individuals in the business. 

Experience required for this role 

TCNS requires candidates to demonstrate they have solid experience in Microsoft infrastructure. 

You must demonstrate your ability to work in a logical, methodical & timely manner. 

From an Exchange perspective you require experience with 2007, 2010 and 2013, installing, supporting and migrating from an on 
premise installation to a Cloud based solution. 

Hosted Desktop / Application experience would be a distinct advantage. 

 

We require an experienced IT Engineer who can demonstrate at least 3 years’ experience in delivering successful resolutions to 

problems and projects or alternatively a Graduate suitably qualified in IT and ability to demonstrate experience. 

Any enquiries about this position should in the first instance be sent by email to: engineeringvacancies@tcns.it Please include an 

up to date, daytime contact number and details of your current position, salary and notice period (if applicable). 


